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130

years in business

The Japanese JRC and the Dutch Alphatron Marine established a far-reaching strategic partnership
on 1 January 2014. With history that spans 102 years, JRC has a strong reputation for developing the
best quality maritime products. Alphatron Marine understands the end user and has been a system
integrator with an eye for ergonomics and total concepts for 28 years. Together the organization
brings 130 years of experience to the table as we continue to innovate and change the world of bridge
operation.

Courtesy of Damen Shipyards

This unique combination of expertise offers an one-stop-shopping concept for navigation,
communication, automation and complete ship’s bridges: the best in ship’s electronics by JRC,
Alphatron Marine’s own and other complementary products and our role as system integrator.

The ProLine is a total package with professional equipment applicable for
various sized IMO and non-IMO intercoastal, workboats, tugboats and fishing
vessels ranging from <500GT up to 10.000GT. With the unique strengths of key
manfacturers, JRC/Alphatron Marine is able to unburden customer or shipyard
by globally offering a proven, complete and one-stop-shopping equipment lineup, something not seen before in the marine industry.
For professionals by professionals with the highest quality and good conditions.
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AIS

JHS-183

Deepsea
products

••4.5-inch high brightness display
••Dual color LED backlight
••Displays up to 200 AIS targets
••Proven transponder design
••Advanced interfacing possible

Option

The JHS-183 is an important piece of navigation equipment for collision avoidance and maneuvering,
featuring an all new display and a transponder designed for long range reception.

Antennas

AM | FM | HF | LF | VHF | UHF | GPS

Our antennas are made of
fiberglass and/or stainless steel
for high-end applications where
maximum range and durability
are important for example usage
on oceans and large lakes. We
recommend fiberglass tube
antennas, which are coated with
smooth polyurethane and will last
for many years.
Small boats may also use stainless
steel whip antennas because they
are rugged and can withstand lots
of mechanical forces during heeling
of the small vessel. Depending
on conditions and weight of an
antenna, you can use stainless
steel accessories like the adapter
tube, deck, rail or wall mount.
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Autopilot

AlphaPilot

Main unit

Follow up (S/I)

Handwheel
Follow up
Non follow up
Mode switch

Our new adaptive autopilot features
a 5-inch touch display with the
hardware and software based on
our uniform product philosophy,
creating a consistent bridge and
operational approach. The advanced
track steering technology contributes
to safe and efficient operation,
defined by its simplicity in usage.

••5-inch color LCD touch display
••Flexible system configuration
••Simple and intuitive operation
••High quality hardware design
••Uniform product philosophy

••Adaptive control technology
••Fully self-adjusting ‘auto-tune’ algorithm
••Modular and most flexible system
••TCS approved (optional)
••Various operating modes

The AlphaPilot features a
fully self-adjusting ‘auto-tune’
algorithm which automatically
estimates ships’ dynamics and
allows it to easily adapt control
settings, rudder gain and counter
rudder as required to continually
provide the best possible
steering performance.
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Autopilot

AlphaSeaPilot

AlphaSeaPilot MFC
Versatile compact MED approved autopilot
for all class of vessels < 3,000 GT
••Type approved to IMO A342(ix) and for High
Speed Craft (HSC) applications to ISO 16329
••Track Control System
••Off course and watch alarms
••1 rudder feedback unit (RFU) input
••Distribution unit NT888G

BNWAS

JCX-161

Compliant with IBS notation with BAM function JRC conning display.
When any connected equipment alarm is activated, the BNWAS
displays a list of alarm info automatically. When the officer fails to
acknowledge within pre-set intervals, visual and audible alarms will
be generated in the wheelhouse and other crew spaces as necessary.
The Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System (BNWAS) main purpose
is to monitor the presence of watch officers and their alertness for
early detection of unsafe sailing conditions.
••4.5-inch high brightness display
••Dual color LED backlight
••Compatible for RMS
••Output to JRC's VDR
••Motion sensor available (option)
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Motion sensor

LED warning lamp

Reset button (waterproof)

Reset button

Buzzer

Buzzer

BNWAS

AlphaBNWAS
Reset
Selector switch

••Cost-effective design
••Operator friendly
••IMO approved
••Flexible configuration
••Uniform product philosophy
Main unit

The AlphaBNWAS is extendable using extra reset buttons and easy to
install in an existing bridge due to the compact housing.
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AlphaBridge

Courtesy of Wagenborg

Bridge

••Unique, versatile and innovative solution
••Worldwide service network
••Latest ergonomics following regulations
••Modular concept offers true flexibility
••Safe working environment for crew

••Technology specialist and system integration
••Uniform, flexible and simple control and operation
••Whole new scale of operation with 46-inch displays
••Meets all class requirements and international standards
••Pre-assembly in workshops around the world

The maritime world first became familiar with the AlphaBridge concept in 2007 when Alphatron Marine
introduced a compact, modular bridge solution based on standard control panels in a neat, simple
design. Now more than 800 vessels worldwide operate safely and efficiently thanks to the AlphaBridge.
Our principle is that technology should make bridge operation easier - even for the highest class
notations for vessels undertaking complex, sometimes hazardous operations.
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Complexity, made simple
Whilst maritime technology becomes more complex, the number of
specialized staff onboard is reducing, making high levels of monitoring
vital to ensure a safe work environment for crew. Accuracy and reliability
are paramount to efficient operations, which is why all equipment
integrated on the AlphaBridge is designed to meet and exceed
international standards.

In close contact with the shipyard, owner and naval architect, a full 3D proposal is created before
the actual bridge layout is taken into production. All AlphaBridges carry the same uniform design
and control functionality that the aviation industry uses to secure safety at 30,000 ft, which
ensures safety and efficiency at sea level.
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CCTV

AlphaCam

Good and comfortable visibility is essential for safety on the waterways and open seas.
The AlphaCam AHD camera line is a complete line of different cameras which all offer
Full HD (1080p) image over traditional coax cable and thus ideal for retrofit projects.
The line consists of fixed focus cameras, zoom- and dome cameras for the maritime
environment onboard ships, reassuring the safety of crew, passengers and cargo.
Several interfaces are developed to control the zoom and dome cameras and the
robust and durable design ensures many years of problem free operation.

Dome camera
stainless steel

Zoom camera

Dome camera
aluminium

Mini camera
stainless steel
Mini camera
polyurethane
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CCTV

AlphaHeatDetectionSystem

Onboard, you will have to deal with various dangers and risks. For example the
possible threats as heat sources enter the vessel undetected. Between 2005
and 2016 alone, 35 fires were detected on Ro-Ro ships. In all identified cases,
the fire was caused by a vehicle or cargo. But what if you can be ahead of this,
and the heat can be detected even before smoke or fire can develop?
Early detection is often cited as key to preventing loss of life, ship and extensive
cargo damage. Therefore, we created the AlphaHeatDetectionSystem. This system
offers a low costs of ownership and a cost-effective safety measure which can
identify and prevent hazardous situations for all types of RoPax vessels.

• Leading image processing technology
• 2 alarm phases: pre-alarm and real alarm
• Alarm temperatures configurable
• Easy to install
• 24/7 recording

• Output to fire alarm available
• Monitoring through satellite
• Advanced heat/fire detection and localization
• Anti-corrosion stainless steel material
• Possibility to in/exclude area’s from alarm zone

Compass

AlphaBinnacle

The AlphaBinnacle is designed for usage on commercial vessels, fishing vessels and naval vessels.
Suitable for use with Alphatron and other brands Transmitting Magnetic compass (TMC) equipment to
operate repeaters, off-course alarms and outputs to navigation equipment including gyro back up.

Compass

AlphaMiniCourse
••Maintenance free
••Compact design
••Fast settling time
••Advanced interfacing
••Highly reliable for HSC up to 90 nm
The AlphaMiniCourse has a monoblock
design and the compass outer casing has
a window on top for easy reading, and if
required, the control unit can be mounted
at maximum 100 m from the main gyro.

Compass

AlphaMidiCourse

••Small size and versatility
••Automatic speed error correction
••Short initial settling time (within 3 hours)
••High reliability
••No periodic compensation of azimuth drift
This reliable, type-approved gyrocompass for
merchant vessels is easy to install and requires
little maintenance since there's no fluid inside.
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Control

AlphaControlPanel

Alphaline MF panels come in a width variety, specially made for
the functionality needed according to required specifications.
The AlphaLine MF panels are produced in three standards: small,
medium and large. Within these sizes, a customer can decide
what kind of functionality is needed, how many buttons, lights
or if even a joystick is needed. The panel will be delivered with a
foil which can be engraved with text or text with a drawing. The
buttons, with many different switching varieties, and lights can
also be delivered with or without an engraved surface.
All our panels are delivered with a bracket with a snap-in
construction, this makes it easier to service. Due to this no screws
are visible and gives your bridge a more aesthetic look.

A few examples of our tailor made panels

••Engine panel with start, stop and emergency buttons
••Steering gear and bow thruster with different pump buttons
••Window wiper panel with spray, speed and interval buttons
••Navigation light panel with buttons to switch off, main and spare mode
••Touchscreen in AlphaLine design with different function in serveral tabs
••CCTV panel with joystick to control pan and tilt motion of cameras
••General alarm panel with test functionality
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Conning

JAN-7202/9202

The conning function on the JRC MFD is
now more accessible than ever. All of the
information is built up in blocks and presented
in a simple and easy to understand format. In
general we have three basic tabs on screen
which are categorized as voyage, docking
and custom, and on every tab the most
appropriate information is presented for the
officer.

Displays

AlphaScreen

••From 15-inch up to large 46-inch displays sizes
••Calibrated for ECDIS
••Approved for ECDIS and radar applications
••Long-lasting LED backlight
••Wide range of different interfaces to make analog
or digital connection
••Fully dimmable
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The full HD AlphaScreen monitors
are highly suitable for any equipment
onboard, naturally including our
MFD ECDIS, radar and conning
applications.

DP

AlphaDynaPos

••Accurate positioning (DP0/1/2/3)
••Cost-effective solution
••Third party sensors supported
••Ergonomic joystick
••Highly reliable hardware

••Dedicated console available (option)
••Trackball panel with keypad for easy input
••High resolution display
••Various language options
••Efficient commissioning options

The AlphaDynaPos, Dynamic Positioning System,
automatically controls a vessel’s heading and position
by activating thrusters based upon data as received
from position reference systems, gyro compasses,
wind sensors and motion reference units. The autotrack
mode allows the ship to move along a pre-defined
track at low speed as defined by the operator.
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Doppler current meter

JLN-650/652

240 kHz

125 kHz

JLN-650

JLN-652

The Doppler current meter continues the tradition of enhanced acquisition of speed and tidal current
data with new transducers and the integration of an extensive range of functions and features.
••15-inch display
••Many independent measuring layers
••Four beam transducer for optimal performance
••Automatical bottom current tracking
••Dedicated keyboard

Model
Frequency
Measuring layers
Measuring current
Measuring depth
Voltage

JLN-650
125 kHz
100
8-200 m
26-400 m
AC

JLN-652
240 kHz
50
5-100 m
5-250 m
DC

In the unique twister mode, you can view the current direction and speed in up to 100 (with JLN-650)
and 50 (with JLN-652) independently measured layers. With this advanced feature, an operator
15 is able
to anticipate current speed and direction, enhancing the timing on when to deploy the nets in the water.
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ECDIS

JAN-7201/9201

••Conforming to the latest IHO standards
••Ensuring intuitive and easy-to-use display and operation
performance reflecting professional user’s voices
••Integrating route editing and route safety checking to support
safer route planning
••Delivered with a software license allowing expansion to each
operational requirement on a wide variety of optional features
••Support J-Marine Cloud service to update of charts
••Radar and AIS overlay (option)
••ECDIS Type Specific Training (TST) is provided by a variety of
organizations around the world on behalf of JRC
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ECDIS

JAN-7201S/9201S

This simplified version of the trusted JRC MFD
ECDIS can be used as primary ECDIS or as backup ECDIS with JAN-9201/7201, JAN-901B/701B
and/or JAN-2000, subject to administration/class
approval.
••19 or 26-inch display
••Support major chart suppliers
••Intuitive operation
••Safe route planning
••TST available worldwide

JAN-7201/9201

JAN-7201S/9201S

ECDIS

v

v

Extend tasks via license; Radar, Conning, AMS

v

x

TCS function

v

x

Navigation information at Conning block

v

x

RMS

v

x

Self diagnosis

v

v

IHO PL4.0

v

v

IEC62288 Ed2

v

v
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Echo sounder

JFE-380/680

••6.5 or 10.4-inch display
••Memorizes last 24 hrs of depth data
••Highly accurate and reliable read-out
••Enhanced depth data technology
••External or integrated printer
JFE-680

JFE-380

The echo sounder can be used with one or two transducers, 50 kHz and 200 kHz, allowing you to
operate both frequencies independently or simultaneously. Or you can choose to have a separate
bow-stern depth read-out. The location of the transducer depends on the type of vessel. Typically, the
transducer is installed on the fore side of the vessel where there is less influence from air bubbles.

3|4|5

1|2|5

Single frequency
1. 50 kHz or
2. 200 kHz

Fore/aft
3. 50 kHz + 50 kHz or
4. 200 kHz + 200 kHz

Dual frequency
5. 50 kHz + 200 kHz
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Echo sounder

JFC-180

••Advanced 3 kW transducer
••Black box design
••Dedicated keyboard
••XGA display resolution output
••Flexible interfacing
Low frequency
38 to 75 kHz

You can select four frequencies within the range
of broadband transducer. Flexible selection of
frequencies by 0.1 kHz step enables the user to
stay away from interference with the sounders
on other vessels.

Echo sounder

High frequency
130 to 210 kHz

46 kHz

70 kHz

150 kHz

200 kHz

JFC-800/810

• 10.4-inch sunlight viewable display
• Advanced digital signal processing
• Dual frequency 50/200 kHz
• Displays approximate fish size
• NMEA data in/output

The superior clutter suppression and signal to noise ratio and faster update rates allow for excellent
performance in shallow water, while it also detects fish close to the bottom at depths not seen before
with these high frequency transducers. The affordable 1 kW echo sounder equals or exceeds the
performance of conventional sounders with 3x the power output.
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EPIRB

JQE-103

••Compact float-free release bracket
••Lightweight, watertight design
••Long-term, low power operation
••Easy and flexible mounting
••Manual activation of EPIRB possible

The JQE-103 is a highly reliable
life-saving compact float-free
satellite EPIRB that enhances
search and rescue within 'the
golden day'.

The satellite EPIRB will be automatically released from its float-free bracket when subjected to water
pressure at less than 4 meter depth and will float up to the surface. Upon contact with sea water, it will
activate itself and transmit emergency signals for at least 48 hours, coinciding with a repeated flashing
light.
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GPS/DGPS

JLR-7600/7800/7900

JLR-4340 (GPS)
JLR-4341 (DGPS)

The highly reliable (D)GPS with proven sensors
have a built-in SBAS and RAIM function for
high accuracy positioning. Long distance route
planning can be done effectively with Rhumb
lines and Great circle in the same route.

NWZ-4610

••4.5 inch display (left)
••Dual color LED backlight
••Unified design
••Power distribution up to 3 displays

GPS/DGPS

••5.7-inch display (right)
••Various display modes available
••Advanced port configuration
••LAN for route data transfer/interswitch

JLR-8400/8600
NWZ-4620

The compact JLR-8400 GPS navigator is
compatible with Multi GNSS and will
provide accurate position data even in
Arctic area, without SBAS and beacon.
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NWZ-4740

NWZ-1650

JLR-4350 (GPS)

The new JLR-8600 GPS navigator combined with our trusted
6.5-inch touch display will locate your position with high
accuracy utilizing our newly designed antenna, providing you
with the comfort of an intuitive operational approach

GPS compass

JLR-21/31

NNN-31 sensor

The processor is built into the sensor,
eliminating alignment between the sensor and
processor found in separate systems. This
contributes to an easy setup with less error
and a significantly reduced installation time.
NNN-21 sensor

••5.7-inch high visibility display
••Roll, pitch, ROT, heave integrated
••High speed tracking response (ROT 45°/sec)
••Dynamic accuracy 0.5° or 0.25° rms1
••Wide range of display modes available
1.

JLR-21: 0.5° RMS, JLR-31: 0.25° RMS

NWZ-4701
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Information service

J-Marine Cloud

Meteorological info
Weather info

Coastal info
Navigational data

Navigational data

Office

Area info

Share information through our cloud services
J-Marine Cloud is the general term for the total services that are intended for the safe and secure smart
navigation management by providing a greater variety of contents.
In the marine field, with the ease of internet connection as a result of the increase of the vessel satellite
communication service and the introduction of the fixed-price plan, and also sharing and effective
use of the information between vessels and the land, the environment for realizing various solutions is
improving.
J-Marine Cloud collects
pieces of information
from weather and
oceanographic providers,
shore-based radar stations
and AIS shore stations and
superimposes the data on
multiple monitors and PCs
for safer and economical
ship navigation.
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J-Marine Cloud supports
the improvement and
solution of various problems
with navigation and ship
operations including energysaving navigation and
environmental measures,
anti-piracy measures,
proper support from shore
of ship operations.

J-Marine Cloud functions
as a common platform to
collect various types of
information and provide
a diversity of contents.
Think of status of sensors
and equipment installed
onboard, engine monitoring,
collecting of CCTV and fuel
usage.

Information service

J-Marine NeCST

w
Ne

The Navigational electronic Conning
Station Table (NeCST) combined with
our proprietary J-Marine Cloud will
significantly enhance the operational
tasks of officers onboard and provides
a total solution for safe and secure
smart navigation management.
JAN-470

Create routes on the same paper chart scale you are used to, but now fully digital on a 46-inch touch
display using your fingertips. Interaction with the large display is just as on your mobile phone, clicking,
pinching, dragging and even remarks can be added to the chart by handwriting. Routes can be created
with usermaps, but also with a stylus pen or divider. The ultimate form of simple route planning.
••Simple route planning with intuitive user interface
••Share routes/usermaps including handwriting with ECDIS
••Handwrite on electronic charts
••Share data with ships and offices
••Weather/meteorological info overlay/routing

••Easy hand-over to next officer on duty
••Large 46-inch touch screen
••Efficient briefing voyage and tasks onboard
••Live AIS information (surrounding vessels)
••Conning information accessible (via VDR)

Planned by touch operation and supported with
meteorological and hydrographical forecasts,
there’s no better way to plan a route with a
large touch display with cloud functionality.
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Inmarsat C

JUE-87

••All-in-one 10.4-inch messaging unit
••Newly designed antennas with GPS inside
••Single coax installation
••LRIT standard, SSAS option
••RMS via LAN available

Inmarsat C

JUE-95SA/VM/LT

Inmarsat FleetBroadband (FB)

With the JUE-95VM, JRC
has developed a mobile
satellite communication
system that allows quick and
easy worldwide tracking of a
vessel's precise location.

The JUE-95LT is a standalone
system that will easily
transmit vessel identification,
position, data and time as
required by the IMO's LRIT
convention.

JUE-251/501

••Proven antenna design
••Wide range of interfaces as standard
••FX service compatible
••Advanced integrated web interface
••Single coax installation
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JUE-251

JUE-501

Acceleration

Along with two-way data and
contact, the JUE-95SA utilizes
discreetly located security
alarms buttons that can be
activated covertly in case of
piracy or terrorist attack.

Inmarsat Global Xpress (GX)

Monocoque structure:
Low center of gravity:
Demper free design:

JUE-60GX

1
0 00
000110
101000
010111
101010
011101
001010
101001
010011
111101
101010
101001
010010
101100
001000
010101
101010
111111
101010
010101
101011
110010
000101
100111
101101
110010
001101
110010
000101
101000
011101
111010
010101
101010
010010
001101
110111
101011
111010
000101
110011
101101
011010
100100
111011
010101
101010
010101

Rigid
Stable
No vibration

Our experience and expertise gained through JRC’s
rich heritage of delivering successful Inmarsat
products served us well in the design of our new,
highly stable antenna. By keeping as much weight
on and around the base plate, the antenna center of
gravity remains low which greatly assists in stable
communications under harsh operating conditions.

Fleet Xpress

BYOD

JUE-60GX

JUE-501

ECDIS update
Smart shipping

Guaranteed performance OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

ICT support

Control
GMDSS
Inmarsat

The new ultrafast FX service is
designed for reliability as well as
speed. Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress
hybrid service (JUE-60GX backed by
FleetBroadband JUE-251 or JUE-501
and a NSD) will take your operational
efficiency to the next level, providing
unsurpassed reliability, even with
heavy precipitation and antenna
blockage.

Engine monitoring

Controlled cost
Machine to machine

Fleet management

JUE-60KA

w
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Telenor satellite

Apps

Bandwith

One-stop-shop

SAFETY

ALPHAEYE

Weather information
EMC Planned maintenance
VSAT FleetOne

C-band
News updates

MANAGED
SERVICES
Big data

Installation

Remote office
Handheld Automatic beam switching

Internet café
Value added solutions

Innovative
Global

J-MARINE CLOUD

Whatsapp

Skype

Control
iDirect

HTS

Intelligence

Weather information
Remote maintenance

JUE-251

Multi-voice

Connected ship

CREW WELFARE

Smartphone

UNLIMITED Sensor

Always connected

VoIP

Platform
Cost optimization

Ka-band

JRC

FLEET XPRESS

Analysis

Inmarsat GX/FB

JUE-60GX

JRC model JUE-60KA is fully type approved by Telenor
satellite for use on the THOR7 High Throughput Satellite.
We received the type approval after a successful 3-month
sea-trial period onboard Arklow Brook and Arklow Breeze
where the crew enjoyed the maximum available capacity of
20 Mbps internet on the harsh conditions of the North Sea.
The JUE-60KA enables customers to have affordable and
unlimited high-speed internet at sea.

THOR7 provides coverage across the North Sea, Baltic Sea,
North Atlantic, Mediterranean, Red Sea and Persian Gulf.
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IT/AV

Infotainment/Entertainment

The Alphatron Marine IT/AV solutions division specializes in the integration of technology in the field
of complete IT and entertainment solutions. This is done without any compromise with respect to
quality and reliability. Many years of experience in various maritime markets ensure that we are able to
understand and integrate the applications you want in ready-made solutions.

The info/entertainment IPTV cabin system delivers a comfortable
‘home-away-from-home’ experience, optimizing both the general
crew welfare and even the level of safety on board. Its remarkable
features include digital TV distribution, video-on-demand, (enforced)
safety instruction videos, PAGA interfacing and fire detection
system to mute audio and display the escape routes in case of an
emergency. Additionally, the system can also broadcast radar, ECDIS
or CCTV images from the bridge to designated locations.
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IT/AV

Internet

Alphatron Marine is a one-stop provider for all maritime
satellite communication platforms, such as VSAT (C, Ka,
and Ku-band), Inmarsat Fleet Xpress, Inmarsat C and
legacy services, plus Fleet One, FleetBroadband, Iridium
and Thuraya. Depending on your needs as a customer, our
experts can advise you on the best possible solution and
value added services, exactly when you need it.

Data-communication is crucial in today’s day and age, but even more so tomorrow. That is why we
keep investing in the latest technologies and offer a dedicated satellite communication support team,
ensuring that you stay connected in this rapidly evolving world.

IT/AV

IT infrastructure
Our dedicated IT team specializes in maritime IT
infrastructure and assures a reliable and secure
design with industrial grade products for routing,
switching, bandwidth management and web
filtering.
Without worries we can monitor and ensure the
secure transmission of big data transfers between
shore and vessel.
Think about remote system management and
maintenance, corporate or personal communication
systems and crew being able to connect with family
and friends – all at the lowest possible cost.
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MF/HF

JSS-2150/2250/2500

••3.8-inch high brightness display
••Standard 6 channel DSC watch-keeping built-in
••Flexible black box configuration
••Digital audio and integrated speaker
••Easy operation with JOG dial
150 W

250 W

500 W

The MF/HF radio equipment can be upgraded to the NBDP function, just by adding a 10.4-inch high
visibility LCD display (with built-in processor), keyboard, printer, software and necessary cables.

Multi Info Display

NWZ-4610
••4.5-inch high brightness display
••Dual color LED backlight
••Power distribution up to 3 displays
••Data and dimmer share up to 10 displays
••3 in/outputs (NMEA0183)
The software is integrated in the unit, so by simply
connecting the appropriate sensor/peripherals, a
cost-effective unit is born, which allows for even
more redundancy onboard your vessel.

Navtex

NCR-333

••5.7-inch high visibility display
••Automatic switch with GPS input
••24 hour message memory built-in
••Printer output
••Intuitive menu structure
490 kHz
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518 kHz

4209.5 kHz

Public Address

AlphaAnnounce

The AlphaAnnounce Digital is a DNV type approved high quality maritime
Public Address and General Alarm (PAGA) system in conformity to SOLAS/
IMO and IEC regulations for vessels above 500 GT and passenger vessels.
This modular solution allows officers and crew to communicate through
public announcements or via various alarms in case of emergency situations.

Public Address

AlphaCall

The AlphaCall is an intercom station suitable
for up to 20 substations and therefore highly
suitable on many different types of ships.
When designing the AlphaCall, careful
attention was paid to the production of sound
that is as crisp and clear as possible. While
doing so, it also will depend on the location
of the substations and the location of the
gooseneck microphone if there is a lot of
ambient noise near the main unit.
••The compact design makes it easy to install
••Flush mounted or surface mounting
••Available in grey and back version
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Plotter

JLZ-1000

••Rapid chart rendering
••Split-screen functionality (half, third, quarter)
••Update support to maintain latest charts
••TT, AIS, echo sounder data support
••Dedicated keyboard for simple operation
The newest NAVIONICS+ allow for incredibly
detailed display of sea areas. The JLZ-1000 color
plotter also has a high-speed display for stressfree navigation and chart updates to let you
operate using the latest data.
Data on legacy plotter models NWU-800 and JLZ-700/900 are transferable to the new JLZ-1000.
The JLZ-1000 can display up to four kind of information feeds including
charts, highways and analog meters (when connecting engine and fuel
input through NMEA2000) and monitoring through connecting an external
camera.

Radar

JMA-1030 series

The JMA-1030 radar series is a touch operated
radar with new scanners that provide you with
highly accurate target clarity and ease of mind
of your surroundings during night or intense fog.
With this radar, JRC introduces two small and light
weight 4 kW multi-speed scanners available in a 1.5
ft (450 mm) and 2 ft (620 mm) radome.
••7-inch wide VGA color touch display
••Proprietary System-on-Chip technology
••Simple and intuitive operation
••AIS and MARPA+ as standard
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Radar

JMA-3300 series
••10.4-inch ultra bright LCD
••New System-on-Chip technology
••Semi-Constaview digital signal processing
••AIS and MARPA+ as standard
The JMA-3300 series is JRC’s newest radar, featuring a
10.4-inch ultra bright LCD, and incorporates the latest digital
signal processing for excellent target identification and
detection in a compact design. The new radar has the ability to
display 50 AIS symbols, and 10 MARPA+ tracking targets as
standard. The high quality of the display provides outstanding
target definition and discrimination.

JMA-3400 series
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Radar

••Light-weight design
••High-visibility by glass-bonded 12.1-inch fully dimmable display
••Real Time Head-up Function (Constaview)
••Variety of compact scanner units available
The newest addition to the JRC radar portfolio is the
JMA-3400. This lightweight radar system is specially designed
for fishing boats, non-international trading vessels and
workboats. The system can be completed by choosing from
a variety of 2 ft, 3,9 ft, 4 ft and 6 ft scanners.

Radar

JMA-5200/5300 ProLine

Only JMA-5300 is IMO approved

••15, 19 or 21-inch display
••High speed versions available
••Flexible black box configuration
••Display of various sensors like wind direction,
water temperature, depth, navigation info, etc.
The second generation and patented Constaview
is realized through the use of three in-house
developed high-speed processors. All info gathered
by the radar is fully processed within a few
milliseconds before displayed, generating a smooth
image rotation when sailing in Head-up mode.
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Radar

JMR-5400 series

• 19-inch display with 1000 cd/m2 brightness
• Improved short range detection
• Black box design
• New and dedicated keyboard
• Advanced processing through ASIC

• Supports C-MAP MAX and new pec charts
• Rainbow trails to improve visualization
• New 25 kW X-band scanner
• High power bird detection scanner
• Proven Solid State S-band scanners

The new high performance JMR-5400 radar series significantly improves short range detection and
discrimination of targets presented on high brightness displays with intuitive icon-based operation. The
system is running on the latest JRC-designed signal processing technology allowing radar images to
effortlessly run faster and more efficiently than ever before.

Radar

AlphaScan 5900 series

••19 or 23-inch display
••Trackball standard supply
••Advanced processing
••Wide range of scanners available
••Black box design
A smart multi button found on the trackball allows
the operator to “turn and press” access various
functions such as zoom, display and brightness
and track color.
The R in JRC so to say could be easily associated with Radar instead of Radio. Since our humble
beginning in 1915 as a radio manufacturer, the company has grown to become a global leader of
marine radar systems with many world firsts, having sold over 430,000 units. To put this astronomical
figure into perspective, JRC has, ever since Neil Armstrong set his first step on the moon in 1969, sold
1 marine radar every hour up to this very date.
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Radar

JMR-7200/9200 series

The radar can (optionally) be upgraded as
Multi Function Display, offering you radar,
ECDIS and conning in one display - even
when you are in the middle of the ocean.
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••X-band scanner with great target discrimination
••Low maintenance Solid State S-band scanner
••Dual PPI (view short and long distance)
••100 TT and 500 AIS targets standard
••Interswitching up to 8 displays
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••Ultra fast in-house design processors
••Available with a 19, 26 or 46-inch display
••Black box or standalone configuration
••Intuitive (icon-based) user interface
••Modular and cost-effective platform

IMO approved
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Remote support

AlphaEye

••Quick troubleshooting
••Training on the job
••Live problem analysis
••Unlimited technical knowledge
••Medical assistance

With the AlphaEye, the crew onboard can call through a dedicated (satellite, 3G or 4G) communication
link directly with Alphatron Marine or a third party manufacturer’s expert, and provide a real-time duplex
audio and video support session. With guidance from the on-shore expert, error analysis and problem
solving can be achieved in a very short timeframe, reducing cost for travel and possible downtime for
the vessel. AlphaEye is optimized for low-bandwidth and high-noise areas such as the engine room. An
easy-to-install Powerline data-over-power is available to assure Wi-Fi connection on the whole vessel.

Setel PowerLine’s simple 3-piece solution is an industrialized version of the home plug concept you
might have seen domestically. It establishes a vessel wide IP network onboard all maritime vessels and
installation by injecting the IP signal directly onto the existing electrical network.
The fast and efficient installation process is completed in matter of hours not days, putting an end
to time consuming, risky, complex and expensive industrial ethernet re-cabling. Once installed, the
number of applications that can be added are as limited as your imagination, not only the AlphaEye, but
also CCTV surveillance to systems monitoring, crew Wi-Fi and RFID tracking to telemedicine.
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Repeater

AlphaLine Repeater

••Touch screen operation
••Three sizes, two bezel colors
••High brightness display
••Wide viewing angle
••Uniform software approach

••Intuitive user interface
••Extensive interfacing
••DNV-GL type approved (repeater/indicator)
••Easily exchangeable
••Practical accessories available

The AlphaLine Repeater displays have all software versions of different instruments built in and at the
time of installation a particular function can be selected.
Heading

SART

TMC

Depth

Nav

Speed

Speed log

Rudder

Turn

Rudder/Turn

Time

Wind

Meteo

Custom

Tron SART20

Tron SART20 is designed for use in search and rescue (SAR) operations.
A radar transponder gives the location for any nearby vessel and aircraft
with X-band radar. Radar transponder is designed for use in lifeboats and
liferafts. Easy mounting in bulkhead bracket onboard the vessel, easy
to release and activate in an emergency situation. Various installation
devices available as options. MED and other approvals available.
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Satellite log

JLN-720

• Highly accurate speed measurement
• Color touch display
• Triaxial vessel speed calculation
• Intuitive operation
• Advanced interfacing
This SDME-SOG system is capable
of providing accurate speed up to an
amazing 0.02 kn or 0.2 % all over the
world using JRC’s proven GPS compass
technology.

Doppler log

JLN-740 series

••Highly accurate speed and distance log
••Proprietary bubble detection
••Intuitive operation
••Precise navigation during berthing
••Supports remote maintenance
••JLN-741A/N included in ProLine package
A long-unsolvable problem with doppler-based water speed
measuring systems was reduced accuracy from bubbles making
contact with the measuring device on the bottom of the vessel.
This SDME-STW system detects when bubbles contact the
transducer, and using proprietary technology from JRC alerts you
of reduced measuring accuracy via the color touch display.

Searchlight sonar

JFP-185
••Black box design
••Multiple display modes
••Space saving hoist unit
••Easy operation
••Data transfer by USB
••Enhanced presentation modes
••Selectable frequencies
••Advanced keyboard
••Remarkable scanning speed
••Primary/secondary display (VGA output)
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Scanning sonar

JFS-280

••360 degrees fully stabilized at medium frequency
••Powerful and robust stainless steel transducer
••Excellent image with astonishing discrimination
••High power and long range detection (up to 2000 m)
••Auto tilt function and auto retractable hull unit

The stabilizer function can handle 30° movements of the vessel in all directions. Even on small
vessels, the sensitive omni-directional scanning sonar will keep the supersonic beam stable.

360° stabilized

Narrow
beam

30° 30°

Stabilization OFF

Sound reception

AlphaSSRS

Stabilization ON

••Advanced digital sound processing
••Easy and flexible installation approach
••Simple web interface
••Adjustable volume and dimmer
••Ruggedized microphone antenna housing
The sound reception system enables the watch
officer to receive warning signals of nearby
vessels within a 70 to 2100 Hz frequency from all
directions and suppresses unwanted background
noise allowing reception of only relevant sounds.
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Supported sailing

Satellite solutions

Reliable communication is crucial for safety at sea, operational management, cost reduction and crew
welfare. Satellite communication is no longer an unavoidable expense, today it is an enabler for smart
vessel operation and remote accessibility of your assets. And with global data usage doubling every
two years, just imagine what it can do for tomorrow.

Fleet One

FleetBroadband

Fleet One delivers all you need to stay connected
at sea – email and business-critical applications
like weather reports and navigation charts,
simultaneous voice and SMS texting, plus
Inmarsat’s free ‘505’ safety service.

FleetBroadband is the first maritime
communications service to provide costeffective broadband high-speed data and
voice, simultaneously, through a compact
antenna on a global basis.

Open port

Certus

Iridium is the first truly global satellite network
for telecommunications. Its 66 cross-linked low
earth orbit satellites form a worldwide grid only
780 km (485 miles) above earth. Three phone
lines and always-on data is available.

Iridium Certus is the new service platform
powered by the Iridium NEXT constellation. With
uncompromising coverage and a range of speeds
eventually up to 1.4 Mbps, Iridium Certus will
deliver global, reliable, enterprise-grade services.

Thuraya IP

Fleet Xpress

Thuraya Marine IP is a generation ahead in design
and performance. It is an ultra-light weight and
compact satellite modem and stabilized antenna,
and the world’s smallest, most durable terminal to
provide speeds of up to 444 kbps.

Fleet Xpress takes maritime communications to the
next level, delivering the high data speeds enabled
by Inmarsat’s Global Xpress Ka-band technology
combined with the proven reliability of Inmarsat’s
flagship FleetBroadband L-band service.

Ku-band VSAT

Ka-band VSAT

Alphaton Marine provides true unlimited flat-fee
Ku-band VSAT services for regional, multi-regional
and global operations. Completely tailored to your
needs, both in bandwidth capacity and contract
length, with flexible upgrade and layup options.

The THOR 7 High Throughput Satellite (HTS)
provides regional coverage over the main
European shipping lanes and utilizes relatively
small spot beams, which provide unprecedented
high-power performance for maritime applications.

Telephone system

AlphaConnect Classic

The purpose of the AlphaConnect maritime communication system
is to give the seafarers easy and reliable onboard communication
between all essential places onboard a ship, as well as allowing
the possibility of making telephone calls to and from the ship. The
system is DNV approved, optimized for IMO/SOLAS requirements
and with that complies with the IEC 60945 standard for maritime
electronic communication equipment, which will ensure years of
problem free operation.

Telephone system

AlphaConnect Hybrid

The AlphaConnect Hybrid system is an integrated communication
system designed for internal and external 2-way communication.
The system is optimized for IMO and SOLAS requirements on
both small and medium sized vessels. The flexible configuration
of the compact AlphaConnect Hybrid provides a cost effective
solution for intercom, telephone, public address and loud hailing.
The modern architecture offers network connection including
cascading, remote service and interface to / from other IP based
systems and components.
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VDR/S-VDR

JCY-1900/1950

••Highly reliable capsules
••7-inch wide touch display
••Intuitive user interface
••Light weight ethernet compatible
••RMS server function as standard
The JCY-1900 is black box, own
designed and fabricated, marinized
hardware. The heart of the VDR is
the recording control unit, which
controls and manages all sensor,
audio and image interface inputs
and outputs.

JRC includes intuitive playback-software on the VDR that incorporates real-time monitoring
functionality on the user PC. The data acquired can be displayed in both graphical and numerical
format. The playback-software is an ideal tool for crew training. Its ease of use and the freedom to
survey a range of scenarios enhances the user’s navigation skills.
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VHF

JHS-800S

Our new 5-inch touch screen controlled
Class A VHF radio featuring a uniform,
corporate design with intuitive operation.
The all-in-one unit (control unit with
speaker, transceiver and DSC) has high
sensitivity performance, Hi-fi output and
protection rate of IP56.

• Easy operation
• 5-inch color LCD touch display
• Class A DSC complying latest GMDSS requirement
• High quality sound (Hi-Fi audio)
• Easy to install by compact design
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• Bluetooth® interface for wireless speaker mic
• Up to 4 remote controllers
• All-in-one design
• New designed speaker and handset
• Waterproof design (IP56)

The JHS-800S even has a Bluetooth® interface for
connecting to an external wireless speaker mic (option).
The JHS-800S channel settings and DSC calls can be
operated remotely from the JRC MFD.

VHF

UHF

JHS-7

JHS-431

The JHS-7 is a handheld
portable VHF radiotelephone
for on-scene, life-saving twoway communication between
ships. It comes standard with
13 single-frequency voice
channels, including channel
16, and uses only 0.25 to 1
watt of transmitting power.

UHF

The JHS-431 is a 2 watt
UHF intrinsically safe
transceive engineered to
meet ATEX standards, the
JHS-431 is intrinsically safe
and is approved for use
when transporting, loading
or unloading flammable,
dangerous materials.

JHS-400A
The JHS-400A is a 400 MHz band onboard communication system
consists of several portable stations, base station, and repeater
antenna system, allowing for smooth communication during steering,
loading, unloading and life-saving activities. The portable stations,
which are several handheld transceivers, enable you to communicate
with each other from any working area, and the base station expands
the communication range of portable handhelds.
The repeater antenna system relays radio signals between two
or more areas that are shielded by ship’s bulkhead, providing an
expanded communication area.

Weatherfax

JAX-9B

••10-inch effective recording width
••Multiple recording modes available
••View image instantly with PC output option
••Automatic frequency selection
••Easy operation and highly reliable read-out
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Weatherfax

JAX-91

••15-inch effective recording width
••Multiple recording modes available
••Solid state printing
••Automatic frequency selection
••Easy operation and highly reliable read-out
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Inland
products

Autopilot

AlphaRiverTrackPilot

INLAND

••Easy route setting by the user
••Quick adjustment of the set rate if desired by joystick
••Analysis of route progression through prediction lines
••Less fuel consumption due to less rudder movements
••Optimum route adjustable taking into account water level and loading conditions
••Very easy adjustable to sail along a pattern of lines, making it very suitable for survey vessels

Autopilot

AlphaPilot MF

INLAND

The AlphaPilot MF is an autopilot, specially developed for
navigation on inland waterways. In standard configuration,
the Alphapilot MF is ideal for navigating a set track or acting
as an autopilot.
The autopilot function receives input signals from a ROT
sensor; almost any type is suitable for this. As an option,
an electronic compass can also be connected for use as
reference, creating a navigating combination of turn sensor
and compass.
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Fuel control

AlphaFuelControl

INLAND

We always try to make the shipping industry greener. AlphaFuelControl is one such product with which
Alphatron Marine is taking fuel economy systems for the inland shipping market to a whole new level in
cooperation with various suppliers and customers.

Preparing for a zero-emission future we integrate systems on the bridge that give advice on how to
save fuel. With the most ideal time of arrival at the port set, the systems will tell the user what the best
route is and at what speed to sail. Taking the wind, swell and stream into account the systems will be
able to tell if the ship needs to sail faster or slower, on full capacity or only on one motor. And if needed,
can even change the route halfway through.
Intelligent systems that continuously send information and inform the captain about how to sail in the
most cost- and fuel-saving way, contributing towards a greener future.
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AlphaHeight

••Reliable bridge height measurement
••Cost-effective solution
••Compact 5-inch display
••Trusted interface
••Maintenance free

INLAND

w
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Height measurement

••Communication between radar sensor bow wireless (option)
••Visual and acoustic alarm
••Draft of the vessel not needed
••Water height does not affect the system
••Highly reliable hardware

The AlphaHeight is an altitude measurement system which consists
of a number of sensors on the ship that measures the distances to the
bottom of the bridge and the height of the steering house and mast(s)
on a ship, contributing to the increasing safety of inland navigation.

The trusted 5-inch display shows the measured value and gives an
acoustic and visual alarm if there is too little room left for passing the
bridge, allowing the skipper to respond accordingly ensuring a safe
passage.

Radar

JMA-610

INLAND

The JMA-610 is a cost-effective, user friendly, high quality river radar
developed together with JRC. Available as a black box solution featuring
a multi speed scanner, unique keyboard design, the superior radar picture,
integrated AIS functionalities and a unique photoshot recording function,
this navigation center is considered the best of its kind.

Turn

AlphaTurn/AlphaRudderTurn

INLAND

CCR-ZKR approved

The AlphaTurn shows the
ship’s Rate of Turn (ROT).

The AlphaRudderTurn shows the
Rudder and Rate of Turn (ROT).

The AlphaTurn and AlphaRudderTurn are available with a 6.5-inch and 8.4-inch touch
display with a grey or black bezel. Central dimming is available for multiple displays and
you have the possibility to connect a 300 or 90 degrees rate of turn sensor.
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Support
Radar

AlphaScan 5900 series

Services
worldwide

JRC/Alphatron Marine is your global partner for onboard and shore
based service anywhere in the world. With our extensive network
operating worldwide, we offer exceptional 24/7 service and quick
turnaround times to our customers, as well as leading manufacturers.

service@alphatronmarine.com

Local knowledge
On a global scale
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RMS

The JRC VDR has a dedicated server
integrated as standard to support our
proprietary Remote Maintenance System
(RMS) and be able to monitor equipment
onboard via a highly secure FB, GX,
VSAT and 4G communication link. This
allows a cost-effective determination of
the operating status of the connected
equipment onboard whilst the vessel is
at sea. Being able to diagnose a problem
remotely, accurately, reliably and quickly,
allows the ship owner to save one of
the most precious commodities, time.
We can make preparations at the next
port for the necessary repair work,
dramatically reducing the downtime of
the vessel by using our comprehensive
and well-trained global support network.

Belgium

service.belgium@alphatronmarine.com

China

service@jrc-cn.com

France

servicefr@alphatronmarine.com

Greece

info@jrc.gr

Japan

tmsc@jrc.co.jp

Malaysia

service.my@alphatronmarinesystems.com

Poland

service@alphatronpoland.pl

Spain

service.amib@alphatronmarine.com

Brazil

jrcbrasil@jrcbrasil.com

Curaçao

service.caribbean@alphatronmarine.com

Germany

service@alphatron.de

Indonesia

jrcjkt@japanradio.co.id

Korea

info.korea@alphatronmarine.com

Netherlands

service@alphatronmarine.com

Singapore

service@alphatronmarinesystems.com

USA

serviceusa@jrc.am

+32 3 685 2196

+55 21 2220 8121

+86 21 2024 0608
+5999 788 9953

+33 4 93 75 19 93
+49 4101 377 10

+30 210 935 5061
+62 21 573 5765

+81 3 3492 9201
+82 51 714 1862
+60 7509 6435

+31 10 453 4000
+48 91 4310 450
+65 812 312 44

+34 915 022 196
+1 281 271 4600

JRC/Alphatron Marine offices
Sales and Service partners
ProLine dealers
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GCSC

Rotterdam
Singapore

+31 10 453 4077 (24/7)
+65 8123 1244 (24/7)

Global Customer Support Center

As a part of our total solution philosophy,
all our VSAT, FX and maintenance
contract customers are actively
monitored in our Global Customer
Support Center. Our dedicated support
team is automatically notified in case of
an outage and will start immediate with
investigation and recovery procedures.

The Global Customer Support Center in Rotterdam and
Singapore are available 24/7/365 for direct support, whilst
logging all incidents into the ticketing system that is used
to communicate with our customers. Our customers have
access to our monitoring portal to view the performance
of the VSAT system, including uptime, historical bandwidth
charts and live bandwidth. The portal is also available as a
mobile app for Android and iOS.

Maintenance contract

The Alphatron Marine maintenance and service agreements are put in place to provide you with
budgetary, trusted and hassle-free services that minimize breakdowns and unexpected costs. Three
different levels of agreements are offered.
Shore Based Maintenance depending on the mandatory IMO SOLAS GMDSS regulation and radio
maintenance guidelines. Mandatory annual surveys, annual health inspections and equipment
inventory with the purpose to be proactive and avoid delays as a result of failure in equipment. Full
maintenance covering all of the above and extensive fleet, vessel and navigation and communication
equipment management at an annual fixed fee.

Shore based maintenance
certificate
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Annual surveys including
health checks

Full service maintenance
and support

Training
We offer a variety of technical training courses for our distributors and operational training courses for
captains and deck officers.
For a better understanding on board, Alphatron Marine has a certified training department providing
customers with both operational and technical training for all equipment in our portfolio. Our training
centers are equipped with latest products and simulators. Customers can follow training courses in
various office around the world.

Rotterdam | Houston | Singapore | Santos | Rio de Janeiro | Madrid | Hamburg

Technical

At Alphatron Marine technical training is a
continuous process which partly happens
in the field but also needs to be facilitated
by a certified instructor. It’s not without a
reason that technicians and engineers are
legally required to obtain a certificate to work
on certain pieces of equipment. We make
sure the necessary equipment is available
in classrooms so that every training is a
combination of both theory and practice.
The instructors not only keep a close eye
on product- and software updates but also
include the latest regulations in their trainings.

Operational

Whenever a ship gets equipped with new
devices, it’s essential for crew members to
learn the specifics of these devices. We often
hear even the most experienced captains and
navigational officers say they benefit from
this type of training, as differences between
brands, products and software cause every
device to work differently. Certified instructors
offer the latest tips and tricks on how to use
our equipment that are often difficult to grasp
with manuals only. Operational training can
either take place (worldwide) aboard a ship or
in one of the classrooms.
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ProLine

The ProLine package consists of a full range of mandatory or non-mandatory
equipment, including the re-introduced JRC JMA-5200/5300 ProLine radar series.
From searchlight to GPS, gyro to autopilot, echo sounder to searchlight sonar and
even a newly designed command chair, the comprehensive ProLine includes the
most suitable products available to fit a wide range size and type of vessels. For
professionals by professionals with the highest quality and good conditions.
The ProLine package will be sold with a 3-year limited warranty on
parts. Essentially all equipment will be delivered ex-factory and can be
integrated where needed. With direct support from the manufacturers,
JRC/Alphatron Marine is now closer to the customer on a whole new level.
The installation diagrams will be available online and training for resellers
will be at one of our training facilities as well as by video training.
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Radio survey

Authorized by the globally recognized classification societies, our certified team of surveyors can
provide GMDSS radio surveys on board to verify and confirm the readiness and safety of navigation in
appropriate sea areas. For radio surveys on offshore sites we have surveyors available who are ‘Bosiet’
and ‘Nogepa’ certified.
VDR APT and GMDSS inspections can be combined which result in cost and time saving. Naturally
should maintenance or repairs be necessary, we can also arrange for follow up service immediately to
rectify any problems.

··American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
··Bureau Veritas (BV)
··Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL)
··Indian Register of Shipping (IRS)

Gyro support

··Korean Register of Shipping (KR)
··Lloyd’s Register (LR)
··Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (ClassNK)
··Registro Italiano Navaleina (RINA)

On vessels, a gyro compass is vital
during operation, therefore Alphatron
Marine provides 24/7 worldwide
service and technical support. We
have various gyro workshops operating
as a backbone for gyro compasses
in the field, whilst more workshops
will be made in our service points of
excellence worldwide.
The gyro workshops are climate
controlled rooms and create a perfect
environment for calibrating the
compasses. The AlphaMiniCourse,
AlphaMidiCourse and other Alphatron
Marine gyro equipment are treated by
passionate, skilled specialists. They
perform reconditioning maintenance,
overhauling and can repair gyro
compasses, so you will always have an
accurate and smooth journey.
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Repair shop

It is very unfortunate if you suddenly
have to interrupt your operations
caused by electronical failure. That is
why Alphatron Marine in Rotterdam
has her own electronical workshop
with professional engineers available
to carry out repair work on component
level. We repair the components on the
PCB instead of replacing the print board
itself to smoothly get the navigation
and communication systems up and
running.

Spare parts

Our spare parts department is here to help you at all times,
organising the quick delivery of the parts you may need, wherever
you are in the world. We use know-how, dedication, and efficient
logistics to keep the availability of your equipment on board as high
as possible. Our spare parts team is on-hand to provide competent
advice whenever you need parts. In most cases, we can provide
you a quotation in a couple of hours during normal working days.

A selection of major brands we support (this may vary per location)
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VDR/S-VDR APT

Whenever you need assistance, one of our qualified and well-experienced technicians is available to
attend your vessel straight away. All the leading manufacturers have trained our technicians thoroughly.
In Rotterdam we are audited and approved to perform APT’s for the following class societies: ABS,
Bureau Veritas, DNV-GL, Korean Register, Lloyds Register, NKK and Rina. From our office in Singapore
we are approved for ABS, Bureau Veritas, Lloyds Register and NKK. Transparency is essential for
surveyors or inspectors of flag administration at port states or other recognized organizations. There
is a need to have a document that clearly lists all the interfaces which have been checked to confirm
compliance with the appropriate International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) test standards.

service@alphatronmarine.com

Workshop

At multiple Alphatron Marine locations we have an inhouse workshop dedicated for console building
and communication equipment. With the order book continously growing we are able to work on
various large projects - built simutaneously, all with the same principles.
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